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Abstract: This paper proposes a coordinated active–reactive power optimization model for an active
distribution network with energy storage systems, where the active and reactive resources are handled
simultaneously. The model aims to minimize the power losses, the operation cost, and the voltage
deviation of the distribution network. In particular, the reactive power capabilities of distributed
generators and energy storage systems are fully utilized to minimize power losses and improve
voltage profiles. The uncertainties pertaining to the forecasted values of renewable energy sources
are modelled by scenario-based stochastic programming. The second-order cone programming
relaxation method is used to deal with the nonlinear power flow constraints and transform the
original mixed integer nonlinear programming problem into a tractable mixed integer second-order
cone programming model, thus the difficulty of problem solving is significantly reduced. The 33-bus
and 69-bus distribution networks are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Simulation results show that the proposed coordinated optimization approach helps improve the
economic operation for active distribution network while improving the system security significantly.

Keywords: active distribution network; dynamic coordinated optimization; distribution generation;
energy storage system; mixed integer second-order cone programming

1. Introduction

With the shortage of fossil energy and the deterioration of the natural environment, renewable
energy sources (RESs) represented by wind power and photovoltaic (PV) have been rapidly developed.
With higher distributed energy resources integration, the traditional distribution network is gradually
becoming an active distribution network (ADN) and the optimal operation of the distribution network
is facing new challenges [1–3]. Active power optimization and reactive power optimization (RPO)
are two important aspects of system optimization. Active power optimization is also called economic
dispatch, which often aims to minimize the total day-ahead or real-time operation cost by deciding the
output of distributed generations (DGs) and charge–discharge power in the distribution system. RPO
is an important measure to ensure safe and economic operation of distribution network, which can
regulate the system voltage profile and power flow, as well as reduce the active power losses [4,5].

The RPO for ADN is often formed as a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem,
which should deal with both continuous control variables such as DG output and discrete control
variables, such as capacitor banks (CBs) and on-load tap changer (OLTC) [6,7]. Meanwhile, the RPO
problem is essentially nonconvex due to the nonconvex and nonlinear power flow equations, which
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are difficult to solve. Various methods have been proposed to cope with this problem, which can be
divided into two categories: Heuristic algorithms and analytical methods [8]. The heuristic algorithms
have attracted much attention because they are relatively easy to implement. A chaotic particle swarm
optimization (PSO) was employed in [9] to minimize the system losses using voltages of wind power
generator, tap changers, and shunt compensators. Shaw et al. [10] proposed a gravitational search
algorithm for the reactive power scheduling, with the aim of minimizing the active power losses.
A multi-objective reactive power scheduling model was proposed in [11], where the hybrid fuzzy
multi-objective evolutionary algorithm was utilized to obtain the Pareto front. A novel cuckoo search
algorithm was used in [12] to overcome optimal power flow problems and enhance the operation
capacity of hydrothermal power systems. However, the obvious drawbacks of the heuristic algorithm
are that they often require long calculation time and it is easy for them to fall into local optimum.
Therefore, more researchers focus on the exploration of the analytical methods. Traditional analytical
methods include gradient descent, interior point methods, quadratic programming, etc. However, due
to the nonconvexity of power flow equations, these traditional methods can only guarantee a local
optimal solution [13]. Thus, convex programming methods are more desirable. The second-order
cone programming (SOCP) relaxation, which is based on the branch flow model, is a promising
convexification method because of its lower computational complexity [14,15]. The accuracy of SOCP
relaxation has been verified in references [16–18].

Although a great number of methods have been proposed in the literature, they did not take
the joint active and reactive power scheduling into consideration. Actually, the R/X ratio of the
distribution system is large, the P–Q is not decoupled, and active power scheduling affects the voltage
as well. In addition, apart from active power output, the inverter-based DG is allowed to provide
reactive power as an ancillary service to further reduce power losses and improve the network voltage
level [19–21]. Therefore, a joint dispatch of active and reactive resources for ADN is highly desired to
take full advantage of renewable energies to reduce the operation cost and active power losses, as well
as improve the voltage stability.

It is worth noting that, with the large-scale wind power and PV access to distribution network,
the random and intermittent nature of such resources may have an adverse effect on distribution
network [22]. As a flexible power supply, the energy storage system (ESS) provides a new idea to
mitigate the power fluctuations of intermittent RES. The application of ESS in ADN may provide
auxiliary services and enhance system reliability, as well as improve system economy [23,24]. As one
typical DG, the distributed ESS was applied to improve voltage profile in [25,26]. A coordinated
dispatch problem of a wind farm with ESS was proposed in [27]. The results indicate that ESS can
greatly improve the dispatchability of wind farm. The integration of ESSs with different capacities
into the power grid has been studied in [28] to analyze the improvements in the power quality.
Reference [29] has formulated a stochastic programming framework to choose optimal energy and
reserve bids for ESS owners based on the electricity market. Chen et al. [30] considered the unit
commitment problem for microgrids; the optimal capacity and operation strategy of ESS for both the
grid-connected and islanded modes of microgrids were analyzed. Reference [31] investigated the
coordinated optimal dispatch of ESS with renewable energies in microgrids to minimize the electricity
costs. Fan et al. [32] analyzed the stochastic optimal operation of microgrid with ESS; the influences of
ESS on the optimization results were fully investigated.

Based on the above discussions, a coordinated optimization model for ADN with ESSs is
proposed in this paper, where the active and reactive power are handled simultaneously. In particular,
the reactive power capabilities of DGs and ESS are fully utilized to minimize power losses and improve
voltage profiles.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the mathematical
formulation of the coordinated optimization problem for ADN with ESS. The SOCP relaxation method
is used to transform the original MINLP problem into a tractable mixed integer SOCP (MISOCP)
problem in Section 3. Section 4 presents the case studies. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2. Problem Formulation

2.1. Uncertainty Modeling of Wind Turbine/Photovoltaic

The output power of wind turbine (WT) and PV is intermittent and volatile due to the changeable
weather conditions. In order to make the coordinated optimization results more accurate, the power
prediction error of WT and PV should be taken into consideration.

The Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) is used to generate multiple scenarios to represent the
predictive error of RES in this paper. One scenario is a sequence of hourly power prediction errors of
WT and PV.

It is assumed that the uncertain proportion to the predicted WT and PV output obey normal
distribution and the probability density function is

f (∆P) =
1√
2πσ

exp(− (∆P− µ)2

2σ2 ), (1)

where µ and σ are the mean value and standard deviation of normal distribution, respectively.
The final forecast value of renewable energy is

P = PB(1 + ∆P), (2)

where PB is the original forecast value.
It is worth noting that, although the accuracy can be improved by increasing the number of

scenarios, the computational burden will also increase greatly. Therefore, the backward scenario
reduction technique [32] is utilized to obtain a representative set.

2.2. Objective Function

A multi-objective optimization problem is considered here. Apart from network power losses,
the total operation cost and the network voltage deviation are also considered. The multi-objective
problem is converted to a single objective problem by the method of weighting aggregation.

min f =
Ns

∑
s=1

πs(ω1Closs,s + ω2Ccos t,s + ω3C∆U,s), (3)

s.t. Closs,s = closs

T

∑
t=1

∑
(i,j)∈ψl

rij(P2
ij,s,t + Q2

ij,s,t)/U2
i,s,t, (4)

Ccos t,s =
T

∑
t=1

cGrid,tPGrid,s,t + cDG

T

∑
t=1

PDG,s,t + cESS

T

∑
t=1

(Pch,s,t + Pdis,s,t), (5)

C∆U,s = c∆U

T

∑
t=1

∆Us,t = c∆U

T

∑
t=1

∑
i∈ψb

∣∣∣1− (Ui,s,t/UN)
2
∣∣∣, (6)

ω1 + ω2 + ω3 = 1 , (7)

where πs is the probability of scenario s and Ns is the total number of scenarios. Equation (4) is the
active power losses of ADN; Equation (5) computes the ADN’s operation cost, including buying the
electricity payment from the main grid (including the network losses) and the operation cost of DG and
ESS, respectively; Equation (6) calculates the voltage deviation of all the buses during a day; ct

Grid is the
electricity price at time t; cDG is the cost coefficient of DG; cESS represents the operation cost of battery
charge and discharge considering the battery life; c∆U is the penalty coefficient of voltage deviation
and is set to be 10 in this paper; ω1, ω2, and ω3 are weight coefficients and ω3 = ω3 = ω3 =1/3.
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2.3. Constraints

2.3.1. Power Flow Constraints

Since the topology of distribution networks is radial, the commonly used branch flow
formulation [33] can be utilized to describe the power flow. Note that the subscript s is omitted
for convenience of expression.

∑
i∈u(j)

Pij,t − rij

(
P2

ij,t + Q2
ij,t

)
/U2

i,t = ∑
k∈v(j)

Pjk,t + Pj,t

∑
i∈u(j)

Qij,t − xij

(
P2

ij,t + Q2
ij,t

)
/U2

i,t = ∑
k∈v(j)

Qjk,t + Qj,t

U2
j,t = U2

i,t − 2(rijPij,t + xijQij,t) + (r2
ij + x2

ij)(P2
ij,t + Q2

ij,t)/U2
i,t

(8)

and {
Pj,t = PL,j,t + Pch,j,t − Pdis,j,t − PDG,j,t
Qj,t = QL,j,t −QDG,j,t −QSC,j,t −QSVG,j,t

, (9)

where Pij and Qij are the active/reactive power flow from bus i to j; u(j) and v(j) mean the set of
all parents and children of bus j, respectively; rij and xij are the elements of admittance matrix; Ui is
the node voltage magnitude of bus i; Pj and Qj are the injected active/reactive power of bus j; PL,j
and QL,j are the active/reactive load for bus j; Pch,j, Pdis,j, and PDG,j are the charging power of ESS,
the discharging power of ESS, and the output of DG, respectively; QDG,j, QSC,j, and QSVG,j are the
reactive compensations of DG, CBs, and static Var generator (SVG), respectively.

2.3.2. On Load Tap Changers

By choosing different transformer ratios, the voltage at the secondary side can be adjusted in a
certain range. Suppose the primary voltage is fixed, the secondary side voltage can be expressed as

U2
j,t= (UBase

j )2Kt, (10)

where UBase
j is voltage of transformer in primary side; Kt is the square of ratio at time period t, which is

a non-integer discrete variable and can be expressed as Equation (11) by introducing binary variables
σ1,t, σ2,t, . . . , σN,t.

Kt = σ1,tk2
1 + σ2,tk2

2 + · · ·+ σN,tk2
i , (11)

where σ1,t, σ2,t, . . . , σN,t ∈ {0, 1} and
N
∑
i

σi = 1; k2
i , i ∈ {1, 2, · · ·N} is the square of ratio in i-tap position.

N is the number of tap ratios. The OLTC is assumed to have 11 taps within the range of ±5% in
this paper.

According to the practical operation experience of the substation, the allowable adjustment times
of OLTC is set to be 6 times per day in this paper. Suppose the initial position is 0, i.e., σi,0 = 0,
i = 1, 2, . . . , N, then

1
2

T

∑
t=1

N

∑
i

sign(σi,t − σi,t−1) ≤ 6. (12)

2.3.3. Capacitor Banks

Capacitor banks (CBs) are the most common reactive power compensation device in distribution
network due to its economic efficiency. This paper assumes that the output of CBs is independent of
the voltage and only decided by the value of reactive power [34].{

Qt
SC,k = Nk,t ×Qstep

SC,k
0 ≤ Nk,t ≤ Nk,max

, (13)
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where Nk,t and Qstep
SC,k are the step number and step size of the k-th CBs at time t, respectively; Nk,max is

the maximal step number of the k-th CBs.
Similar to OLTC, the daily switching times of a CB is also limited and the maximum action time

of CBs is
T

∑
t=1

∣∣sign(Nk+1,t − Nk,t)
∣∣ ≤ 5, (14)

where sign represents the symbolic function.

2.3.4. Static Var Generator

Qmin
SVG,k ≤ Qt

SVG,k ≤ Qmax
SVG,k (15)

Unlike CBs, SVG can be adjusted continuously to cope with the voltage fluctuation caused by
intermittent renewable energy resources more flexibly.

2.3.5. Operating Constraints of Distributed Generations

Both non-adjustable DGs, such as wind turbine (WT) and PV, and dispatchable DGs, such as
micro turbine (MT), are considered in this paper. It is assumed that all the DGs are connected
to the distribution network through inverters and they can generate active and reactive power
simultaneously [34,35]. The constraints of WT, PV, and MT are represented by Equations (16)–(18),
respectively. {

0 ≤ PWT,t ≤ Pmax
WT,t

P2
WT,t + Q2

WT,t ≤ S2
WT

, (16)

{
0 ≤ PPV,t ≤ Pmax

PV,t
P2

PV,t + Q2
PV,t ≤ S2

PV
, (17)


0 ≤ PMT,t ≤ PMT,max

P2
MT,t + Q2

MT,t ≤ S2
MT

−rdown∆T ≤ PMT,t − PMT,t−1 ≤ rup∆T
, (18)

where SWT, SPV, and SMT are the inverter capacities of WT, PV, and MT, respectively; rup and rdown are
the ramp-up and ramp-down rates of MT, respectively.

2.3.6. Energy Storage System

Es,t = Es,t−1 + ηchPch,t − Pdis,t/ηdis, (19)

0 ≤ Pch,t ≤ bch,tPmax
ch , (20)

0 ≤ Pdis,t ≤ bdis,tPmax
dis , (21)

λminEs ≤ Es,t ≤ λmaxEs, (22)

bch,t + bdis,t ≤ 1, (23)

Es,0 = Es,T , (24)

where bch,t and bdis,t are 0–1 variables; bch,t equals 1 if ESS is in charging state at time t and 0, otherwise;
bdis,t equals 1 when ESS is in discharging state and 0, otherwise;. Pmax

ch , Pmax
dis are the maximum charge

and discharge power of ESS, respectively; ηch and ηdis are the maximal charging and discharging
efficiency of ESS, respectively; Es,t is the capacity of ESS at time t; Es is the rated capacity of ESS; λmin

and λmax are the maximum and minimum charged state of energy storage; Equation (23) guarantees
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the ESS cannot charge and discharge at the same time; Formula (24) indicates that the final state of ESS
is equal to the initial state in a day.

In addition, ESS has a certain reactive power regulation capacity in the process of charging and
discharging as well. {

P2
ch,t + Q2

ESS,t ≤ S2
ESS

P2
dis,t + Q2

ESS,t ≤ S2
ESS

, (25)

where SESS is the inverter capacity of ESS.

2.3.7. Security Constraints

The nodal voltage magnitude and line flow should be constrained in the reasonable region.{
Umin ≤ Ui ≤ Umax, i ∈ ψb
Il ≤ Imax

l , l ∈ ψl
(26)

3. Solution Method

As the second-order cone programming (SOCP) problem is a convex optimization problem and
can be calculated in a polynomial time, it is widely used to deal with practical engineering problems
within power system.

3.1. Brief Introduction of Second-Order Cone Programming and Second-Order Cone Programming Relaxation

The standard form of the SOCP is
min f Tx
s.t. ‖Aix + bi‖2 ≤ cT

i x + di, i = 1, . . . , m
Fx = g

, (27)

where x ∈ Rn is the optimization variable; f ∈ Rn, Ai ∈ Rni×n, bi ∈ Rni , ci ∈ Rn, di ∈ R, F ∈ Rp×n,
and g ∈ Rp; ‖ · ‖2 is the Euclidean norm.

Here, a brief description of the SOCP relaxation process is shown in Figure 1. Roriginal is assumed
to be the nonconvex feasible region of the original model. SOCP relaxation is used to enlarge the
original feasible region to a convex set RSOCP. It is obvious that RSOCP contains Roriginal. If the optimal
solution S exactly lies in Roriginal, the SOCR is strict and S is also the optimal solution of the original
model [36,37].
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3.2. Transformation of the Proposed Model

Since the power flow Equation (8) results in the non-convexity of the proposed coordinated
optimization model, the SOCP relaxation is used to transform it into a convex SOCP problem.
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Firstly, two new variables, Vj and lij, are introduced. Let Vj = U2
j and lij = (P2

ij + Q2
ij)/Vi. In this

way, constraints (4), (6), (8), and (26) can be restated as follows:

Closs = closs

T

∑
t=1

∑
(i,j)∈ψl

rijlij,t, (28)

C∆U = c∆U

T

∑
t=1

∆Ut = c∆U

T

∑
t=1

∑
i∈ψb

∣∣∣1− (Vi,t/U2
N)
∣∣∣, (29)


∑

i∈u(j)
Pij − rijlij = ∑

k∈v(j)
Pjk + Pj

∑
i∈u(j)

Qij − xijlij = ∑
k∈v(j)

Qjk + Qj

Vj = Vi − 2(rijPij + xijQij) + (r2
ij + x2

ij)lij

, (30)

{
U2

i,min ≤ Vi ≤ U2
i,max, i ∈ ψb

0 < lij ≤
(

Imax
l
)2 . (31)

After the above deformation, the original nonconvex power flow Equation (8) has been
transformed to a linear Equation (30). However, a new equality constraint is produced as Equation (32),
with which the proposed model is still nonconvex.

lij = (P2
ij + Q2

ij)/Vi (32)

Then the SOCP relaxation is applied to Equation (32) as

(P2
ij + Q2

ij)/Vi ≤ lij. (33)

Note that, Equation (33) is equal to Equation (34)

(2Pij)
2 + (2Qij)

2 + (lij −Vi)
2 ≤ (lij + Vi)

2. (34)

Therefore, the standard second-order cone format of Equation (33) is∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2Pij
2Qij

lij −Vi

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

≤ lij + Vi. (35)

After the conic relaxation (Equation (35)) and the transformation (Equations (28)–(31)), the original
dynamic coordinated active–reactive power optimization model (Equations (3)–(26)) is transformed
into a MISOCP problem as follows:

min f =
Ns
∑

s=1
πs(ω1Closs,s + ω2Ccos t,s + ω3C∆U,s)

=
Ns
∑

s=1
πs(ω1closs

T
∑

t=1
∑

(i,j)∈ψl

rijlij,s,t + ω2(
T
∑

t=1
cGrid,tPGrid,s,t + cDG

T
∑

t=1
PDG,s,t + cESS

T
∑

t=1
PESS,s,t)

+ω3c∆U
T
∑

t=1
∑

i∈ψb

∣∣1− (Vi,s,t/U2
N)
∣∣)

.

(36)
s.t. Equations (7),(9)-(25),(30),(31),(35) (37)

It is no doubt that the solutions obtained in the relaxed convex domain after the SOCP relaxation
are the lower bound solutions of original problem since the original feasible region is enlarged. If the
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solutions obtained after the SOCP relaxation are within the feasible domain of the original problem,
they are the optimum solutions of the original problem as well.

4. Case Studies

In order to verify the feasibility of the proposed dynamic coordinated optimization model of ADN,
33-bus and 69-bus distribution networks were used as the test network. All experiments were carried
out on a personal computer with an Intel Core i5-8600K CPU and 16 GB of RAM using MATLAB 2018a,
where the MISOCP problem were solved by YALMIP and GUROBI [38] toolbox.

4.1. Basic Data

The 33-bus distribution network is shown in Figure 2. The initial load is used as the base load.
Parameters of DGs are given in Table 1 and ESSs are given in Table 2. The inverter capacity of WT, PV,
and MT is 1.05 times of the rated power. The ramp rate of MT is 150 kW/h. Two CBs are connected
to bus 8 and bus 13, whose capacity are both [0, 0.5] MVar with a step size of 0.05 MVar. An SVG
with a capacity of [−0.1, 0.4] MVar is located at bus 30. The adjustment step of OLTC is 0.01 and the
switchable range is [0.94, 1.06] pu. The initial storage capacity of ESS I and ESS II are 200 kW and
100 kW, respectively. Moreover, the state of charge (SOC) is always between 20% and 90% to extend the
battery life. The time-of-use electricity price is shown in Table 3. The price of power loss is 0.68 ¥/kWh,
while the operation and maintenance cost of MT and ESS are 0.38 ¥/kWh and 0.05 ¥/kWh, respectively.
Figure 3 depicts the forecast data of the load [39] and the WT and PV power output (percentages of
corresponding rated power). The forecast errors of WT and PV are assumed to be 10% of the mean
value. By using the MCS and the backward scenario reduction technique, 20 representative scenarios
are finally produced in this paper.

For the 69-bus system, as shown in Figure 4, MT, WT, PV1, and PV2 are connected to buses 23, 47,
50, and 66, respectively. An SVG is located at bus 44. Two CBs are connected to buses 15 and 25. The
parameters of DG, CBs, SVG, and ESS are the same as those in the 33-bus distribution network.
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Table 1. Parameters of DG.

Location DG Type Rated Power (kW)

11 MT 200
17 PV1 300
24 PV2 300
29 WT 500

Table 2. Parameters of energy storage systems (ESSs).

Type Emax
s (MWh) Pmax

ch (MW) Pmax
dis (MW) ηch ηdis State of Charge

I 1 0.3 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.2–0.9
II 0.5 0.15 0.2 0.9 0.9 0.2–0.9
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Table 3. Time-of-use electricity price.

Type Hours Electricity Price (¥/kWh)

Peak period 09:00–12:00, 17:00–22:00 1.15
Flat period 06:00–09:00, 12:00–17:00 0.68

Valley period 00:00–06:00, 22:00–24:00 0.33

4.2. Optimization Results of the Proposed Model

The optimized dispatch results of ESSs for the 33- and 69-bus distribution networks are shown
in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The ESSs charge energy from the network during the valley and flat
periods when the electricity prices are low (e.g., t = 1–6 and t = 13–17), and release the stored power to
support the network during peak periods (e.g., t = 10–12 and t = 18–22), which indicates that ESSs are
able to reduce the operation cost by shifting some load to valley periods. In addition, the SOC of the
ESSs is always between 20% and 90% so as to extend the battery life and the final state of ESSs are
equal to the initial state in a day.
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Comparison of MT output with and without ESS for 33-bus distribution network is shown in
Figure 7. As can be seen from the figure, during the peak period and flat period, the electricity price of
the main grid is higher than the generation cost of MT. So, it is reasonable that MT generates maximum
output to decrease the purchase cost from the main grid. It is worth noting that in valley periods
when the cost of MT power generation is a little higher than the electricity price of the main grid,
the MT still has a certain output. The reason is analyzed as follows. Due to the large R/X ratio of
distribution systems, the active power scheduling affects the power losses as well. MT can help the
network run more economically through reducing the network power losses, though the cost of MT
power generation is slightly higher. In addition, the comparison between with ESS and without ESS
indicates that the MT can cooperate with ESS to further reduce the operation cost of ADN, resulting in
more MT output in valley times.
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It can be clearly seen that the constraints of OLTC action times are satisfied.
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The results of different reactive power-regulating devices for 33-bus distribution network are
shown in Figure 9. It is easy to see that the reactive power outputs of all the devices are within
respective output limits, and the constraints of action time of CBs are satisfied. Note that the reactive
power outputs of PV2 and WT are opposite to their active power due to the limit of the inverter capacity,
while the reactive power output of PV1 still has a certain regulation range, which will enhance its
ability to deal with system uncertainties.

The detailed results before and after the coordinated optimization are indicated in Table 4. It can
be calculated that for the 33-bus distribution network, the power losses, the total operation cost and the
voltage deviation are decreased by 57.10%, 7.27%, and 75.34%, respectively. For the 69-bus distribution
network, the power losses, the total operation cost, and the voltage deviation are decreased by 46.98%,
6.87%, and 47.32%, respectively. The curves of bus voltage amplitude of 33- and 69-bus distribution
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networks after optimization are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. It is clear that the voltage
constraints of all the buses are satisfied and the voltage level is significantly improved.

1 

 

 

Figure 9. The optimization results of different reactive power-regulating devices.
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Table 4. Comparison of optimization results of the two distribution networks.

Case
33-bus 69-bus

Ploss (kW) Ccost (¥) ∆U (pu) Ploss (kW) Ccost (¥) ∆U (pu)

Before optimization 2667.79 51,545.05 56.54 2951.03 53,129.68 62.80
After optimization 1144.56 47,798.40 13.94 1564.78 49,479.71 33.08
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It can be concluded that both the economy and security of the distribution networks are enhanced
through coordinated optimization.

4.3. Discussion

4.3.1. Comparison of Different Cases

In order to better analysis the effect of the active power dispatch of ESSs and the reactive power
regulation of DGs and ESSs, four cases are used for comparative analysis as follows.

Case 1: Both the active power dispatch of ESSs and the reactive power regulation of DGs and
ESSs are not considered;

Case 2: Only active power dispatch of ESSs is considered;
Case 3: Only the reactive power regulation of DGs and ESSs is considered;
Case 4: Both the active power dispatch of ESSs and the reactive power regulation of DGs and

ESSs are considered.
The comparison of optimization results under different cases are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Optimization results of the two distribution networks under different cases.

Case
33-bus Distribution Network 69-bus Distribution Network

Ploss (kW) Ccost (¥) ∆U (pu) Ploss (kW) Ccost (¥) ∆U (pu)

Case 1 1388.95 48,819.63 17.08 2303.60 50,892.86 41.47
Case 2 1383.71 48,001.09 16.20 2313.05 50,095.00 39.87
Case 3 1173.97 48,635.31 15.29 1681.35 50,383.46 35.83
Case 4 1144.56 47,798.40 13.94 1564.78 49,479.71 33.08

Comparing Case 1 with Case 2 and Case 3 with Case 4 of the two distribution networks, we can
find that active power dispatch of ESSs helps reduce the operation cost while there is little difference
in the network losses. It implies that ESSs mainly reduce the operation cost by shifting load from
high electricity price hours to low electricity price periods. Comparing Case 1 with Case 3 and Case
2 with Case 4, it can be seen that the network losses are further decreased by taking the reactive
power regulation of DGs and ESSs into consideration. Therefore, the total operation cost is reduced
as well. In addition, the voltage deviation is better improved. According to Case 4, the active power
losses, the operation cost, and voltage deviation are all lowest when coordinated optimization of
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active/reactive power is conducted. Therefore, as information and communication technologies
advance, coordinated optimization is a better choice for distribution system operators.

4.3.2. Comparison of Different Methods

In order to reflect the advantages of the proposed MISOCP model in this paper, the intelligent
method (PSO algorithm) is used to solve the original MINLP problem and the results of the two
methods are shown in Table 6 (using the prediction power of the load, WT and PV in Figure 3 as the
test scenario).

Table 6. Optimal results of the two methods.

Case
33-bus Distribution Network 69-bus Distribution Network

Objective Computational Time (min) Objective Computational Time (min)

Case 1 (MINLP) 47,820.32 >120 49,501.39 >120
Case 2 (MISOCP) 47,788.41 5.13 49,469.17 9.08

It can be seen that the proposed method in this paper is superior to the PSO algorithm in terms
of solving quality and the computational time is much less than that of the PSO algorithm. This is
mainly because the original MINLP problem contains a number of integer variables and the PSO
algorithm easily gets stuck at a locally optimal value. Thus, it may take multiple iterations for the PSO
to jump out of partial optimization, giving it a low computational efficiency. However, the difficulty of
the original MINLP problem is significantly reduced by conic relaxation, thus the proposed method
performs better than the PSO algorithm.

4.3.3. Relaxation Accuracy Analysis

In order to verify the accuracy of SOCP relaxation, the gap of conic relaxation is defined as

∆ij =

∥∥∥∥∥lij −
P2

ij + Q2
ij

Vi

∥∥∥∥∥. (38)

The gaps of all branches of the 69-bus distribution network during 24 h are shown in Figure 12.
It is obvious that the order of magnitude of all the gaps is 10−6, which implies that the conic relaxation
is actually exact to the original nonconvex model. Thus, the accuracy of SOCP relaxation is verified.
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5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a dynamic coordinated optimization model for joint dispatch of active
and reactive resources in ADN with ESSs. Taking the power losses, the operation cost, and the
voltage deviation of the distribution network into consideration, an MINLP optimization model was
formulated, which was further transformed into an MISOCP model by SOCP relaxation to reduce the
difficulty of problem solving. The comparison with the original MINLP model (solved by PSO) on 33-
and 69-bus distribution network shows the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed method.

The main contributions and the conclusions are summarized as follows:
(1) The power losses, the operation cost, and the voltage deviation can be improved significantly

after the coordinated active-reactive optimization.
(2) The SOCP relaxation is used to transform the original MINLP model into a MISOCP model,

thus reducing the difficulty of problem solving and verifying the exactness of SOCP relaxation.
(3) ESSs help to reduce the total operation cost of an ADN effectively.
(4) The reactive power regulation of DGs and ESSs play an important role in improving the system

security and economy.
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